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Abstract
Business process management (BPM) aims to optimize business processes to achieve better system performance such as
higher profit, quicker response, and better services. BPM systems in Industry 4.0 are required to digitize and automate
business process workflows and support the transparent interoperations of service vendors. The critical bottleneck to advance
BPM systems is the evaluation, verification, and transformation of trustworthiness and digitized assets. Most of BPM systems
rely heavily on domain experts or third parties to deal with trustworthiness. In this paper, an automated BPM solution is
investigated to select and compose services in open business environment, Blockchain technology (BCT) is explored and
proposed to transfer and verify the trustiness of businesses and partners, and a BPM framework is developed to illustrate how
BCT can be integrated to support prompt, reliable, and cost-effective evaluation and transferring of Quality of Services in the
workflow composition and management.

Keywords Industry 4.0 · Business process management (BPM) · Block-chain technology (BCT) · Internet of things (IoT) ·
Trustworthiness · Service selection and composition · Smart contracts · Quality of Services (QoS)

Introduction

Industry 4.0 brings together a series of technological innova-
tions such as Internet of Things (IoT), Cyber Physical System
(CPS), Service-oriented Architecture (SoA), Blockchain,
and Cloud technologies (Xu and Duan 2018; Xu et al.
2017; Lu 2017a, b). Interoperation and integration of mod-
ern industries within for example the manufacturing and
service segments rely on cross-organizational business pro-
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cesses (Seok and Nof 2018; Mollahoseini Ardakani et al.
2018; Xie et al. 2017; Lu et al. 2016; Danila et al. 2016).
With an increase of the complexity and turbulence of global-
ized business environment, companies are facing a massive
challenge to optimize and innovate their business process so
that they can gain business advantages in highly competitive
market (Hsieh and Lin 2014). Therefore, business process
management (BPM) systems in Industry 4.0 are forced to
digitize and automate business process workflows and sup-
port the transparent interoperations of service vendors. .

Nowadays, most of business processes operate across
organizational boundaries (Camarinha-Matos and Pantoja-
Lima 2001); however, many activities are manually per-
formed and many decisions related to business processes
are made by people. For instance, a bank or escrow holds
a payment before goods are successfully delivered. One of
the greatest changes to meet the standard of Industry 4.0 is
how to implement digitalized and automated BPM systems
underpinned by technological innovations. In this paper, we
tackle with the trustiness in BPM, which is the critical and
fundamental to any business, and we explore the possibil-
ity of using BCT. If BCT can be used in a company supply
chain that implements a cyber-physics system (CPS) in its
plants, the system can automatically process an order for
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the equipment replacement by selecting the best supplier
based on the specified requirements. Moreover, the pay-
ment can be triggered by coding conditions as the entities
in a Blockchain smart contract. The payment will be real-
ized if only the products are delivered accordingly (Faizod
2006).

In fact, the realizationof the supply chain example requires
the conglomeration of technologies behind the scene (Mah-
davi et al. 2009). The workflow management technologies
such as Petri Net, Pi Calculus, Business Process Execution
Language (BPEL), Web-Services Business Process Execu-
tion Language (WS-BPEL), and Business Process Model
and Notation (BPMN) are widely used for business pro-
cess modeling. The executions of tasks inside a business
process are fulfilled by services, which their interfaces
are standardized by using SoA technology encapsulation
(Zhang et al. 2017). Service selection and composition
demand for formal methods that specify Quality of Ser-
vice (QoS) requirements and conditions for participation,
in which workflow modeling and specification technolo-
gies play its role (Chhun et al. 2016; Viriyasitavat 2013).
Cross-organizational business processes often aggregate dis-
tributed services at the phases of decision-making support
and runtime operations. Everything as a Service (EaaS),
enabled by the Internet of Things (IoT), Service Oriented
Architecture (SoA), and Cloud technologies, increases a
number of services with similar functionalities but dif-
fered in QoS values (e.g. availability, response time) and
preferences (e.g. price, reputation) (Puttonen et al. 2016;
MohammadandThomas2009).Wecall for effectivemethod-
ologies to select services and compose them as service
workflows for the specified goals (Viriyasitavat et al. 2012;
Lee et al. 2009). Compliance checking technology is a
major part to automate the service selection and replacement
during design space and runtime, which greatly supports
dynamic environment where service attributes are continu-
ously changing. Several techniques (Viriyasitavat andMartin
2012; Viriyasitavat et al. 2014a, b; Xu et al. 2012) are avail-
able to select preferable and best-fit services in different
contexts.

Although a number of approaches have been proposed
to tackle the service selection and composition problem
(Coutinho et al. 2016; Dustdar and Schreiner 2005; Rao and
Su 2005), one clear obstacle that prohibits the success of
BPM is the trustiness of QoS parameters. Some of existing
works made the assumption that these values are reliable
(Mohammad and Thomas 2009; Huang et al. 2005; Hwang
et al. 2008); while the others relied on the third-party author-
ities such as UDDI to collect, maintain, and provide QoS
values for pubic use with or without fee via APIs (Ran
2003; Ali 2005). It was also explored to utilize the attribute-
based digital certificates to endorse the values (Ran 2003;

Haq et al. 2010). However, the preliminary works discov-
ered some unsolved issues:

1. The assumption that QoS values are inherently trusted is
not a good proposition in real-world applications.

2. Using central authorities are facing a number of chal-
lenges and risks such as scalability, high maintenance
overhead, handling Denial of Service (DoS)/Distributed
Denial of Service attack (DDoS), single point of failure,
fraud, and trust being bound to one entity.

3. EaaS enabled by IoT, SoA, and Cloud technologies expo-
nentially increases geographically distributed services
over the Internet. Managing attribute-based digital cer-
tificate is operatively and economically impractical, since
QoS values are dynamic and need real-time update and
verification.

To overcome the above obstacles, this paper presents
the application of BTC that underpins Bitcoin, the first
cryptocurrency system launched in 2008, and other several
crytocurrencies (Nakamoto 2008). It has shown its great
potential to be used an effective solution to service selection
and composition in service workflow. We make our effort in
integrating BCT into BPM systems to achieve the benefits in
particularly in three main aspects shown in Fig. 1.

1. Building trusted relations among previously-unknown
services based on QoS values without the involvement
of trusted intermediaries.

2. Reducing costs inmultiple aspects: (1)manual operations
and fee that traditionally associatewith trusted intermedi-
aries are no longer visible, (2) no central authorities are
required to maintain QoS values, and (3) the attribute-
based digital certificate scheme can be omitted but the
proposed system still maintains the same level of secu-
rity.

3. Accelerating transactions by automating activities in ser-
vice selection and composition with real-time update and
verification of QoS values.

In a summary, these benefits promote the overall automa-
tion and interoperability of the cross-organizational business
processes in Industry 4.0.

Related works

A growing number of distributed, possibly ad-hoc, services
that operate autonomously in dynamic environments where
some provide the same functionality with different QoS
values makes service selection and composition very chal-
lenging.Each company fully or partiallymanages its business
process where the strategies of the service selection depend
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Fig. 1 Three main benefits of BCT in BPM (IBM 2018)

on its own business conditions and requirements (Watanabe
et al. 2012). For instance, the reputation, availability, reliabil-
ity, response time, latency, price, are often used as parameters
in selecting services. The nature of these QoS requirements
and their compliances is dynamic with respect to time. QoS
can change frequently which require collecting, processing,
and assessing the information for decision-making activities
in a real-time fashion. This section summarizes the promi-
nent works in the area of QoS-based service selection and
composition schemes.

Service selection and composition are characterized as
a decision and optimization problem (Huang et al. 2005).
This process is very complex and takes the consideration of
the impact in balancing the performance in the optimization.
Zeng et al. (Zeng et al. 2010) presented a process model for
service composition with a number of quality criteria includ-
ing price, duration, reliability, availability, and reputation.
However, these QoS values were observed with single entity
that utilizes services. Ardagna and Pernici (2005) developed
an approach to find the best set of services by transforming
the service composition problem into a mixed integer linear
problem.Mohammad andThomas (2009) combined the local
and global selection techniques for the scalable solution.

There were a few surveys on the service selection and
composition. The traditional approach for the QoS-based

service evaluation collected and stored QoS information in
the centralized registry, usually through Cloud services. For
instance, Liu et al. (2004) designed aQoS registry for a phone
servicemarket place.Maximilien and Singh (2004) proposed
a solution that delegates QoS evaluation to authorized agents
under the pre-defined ontology. Serhani et al. (2005) and Yu
and Lin (2005) introduced respectively QoS broker archi-
tecture and framework to handle QoS information. Agflow
middleware (Zeng et al. 2004) is an implementation of the
service composition using service broker being in charge of
managing QoS information. These approaches were lacking
scalability, and they hardly operate across business bound-
aries to support global scale business process (Li et al. 2007).
Additional overhead of implementing and maintaining reg-
istry was another economical factor to its realization. To
alleviate this problem,Gibelin andMakpangou (2005) devel-
oped the distributed QoS architecture using the authorized
proxies to manage QoS information. Q-Peer (Li et al. 2007)
is a peer-to-peer prototype to fully manage QoS information
without centralized registries. QoS information had several
copies to share the load on different peers to promote scala-
bility and performance. Gathering information directly from
other agents was another technique to solve scalability. But
the integrity of the recommendation could be unreliable and
incorrect (Ali et al. 2005).
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One raised issue in these QoS schemes is the trustworthi-
ness of QoS information maintained by authorized or peer
entities. Several mechanisms were proposed using monitor-
ing QoS techniques (Sahai et al. 2002; Ludwig et al. 2004;
Dan et al. 2004; Barbon et al. 2006; Jurca et al. 2007) by peri-
odically probing service with specific criteria. Reliable QoS
monitoring was therefore crucial for ensuring trustworthi-
ness. Another technique by Ran (2003) and Haq et al. (2010)
employed attribute certificate PKI to endorse the claims of
QoS values for a Web service before using. As already men-
tioned, managing attribute certificate was impractical since
QoS values are dynamic and need real-time update and veri-
fication. The problem of these techniques falls into the same
category of the reliance on the central registries. This hinders
the scalability and performance and also requires additional
implementation and maintenance cost. The trustworthiness
of information relies purely on themonitoring systems and/or
attribute certificate.

In a dynamic large-scale environment with the applica-
tion of IoT and Cloud technologies, the realization of the
trusted central authority-based frameworks is facing major
challenges regarding scalability, integrity, and trustworthi-
ness, which is far from being satisfactory in the context of
cross-organizational business process collaboration.

Backgrounds

Blockchain technology (BCT)

Blockchain is one of core technologies of Industry 4.0, which
provides a promising solution to the aforementioned prob-
lems. This technology is first revealed in a famous crypto-
currency Bitcoin (Nakamoto 2008). Technically speaking
Blockchain is a database that creates a distributed and tamper-
proof (immutable) digital ledger of transactions. The chain is
auditable as it contains timestamp of blocks binding together
andmaintained by every participating nodes (Liu et al. 2017).
Once transactions are written into a block, they cannot be
modified or destroyed. Various efforts have been made to use
BCT to decentralize the IoT infrastructure, promoting trust
of information that can be shared in decentralized fashion
(Kshetri 2017). In business process 4.0, a promising future
seems likely to gain Blockchain capabilities to promote:

1. Resilience carried out by distributed ledgers that diminish
the single point of failure as appeared in central registry,

2. Scalability as the computation power can be enhanced by
the number of distributed peers in the network without
using centralized systems,

3. Security provided by strong cryptography such as strong
cryptographic hash like SHA-256 or encryption using

ECC or RSA, used to create digital signature such as
ECDSA,

4. Autonomy since services can carry out functionalities
autonomously without the intervention of central author-
ities or brokers, and

5. Trustworthiness asQoS information is persistent and can-
not be modified.

Workflow specification languages

BCT will enable the execution of collaborative business pro-
cesses involving untrusted parties without requiring a central
registry (García-Bañuelos et al. 2017). The incorporation
of Blockchain into business process for service selection
and compositions will significantly leverage interoperation
of services and cross-organizational business processes by
promoting scalability, security, and trustworthiness across
involved parties.Modern business processes rely on real-time
QoS monitoring to check weather services are still complied
with requirements. With the increasing number of services
supported by IoT and Cloud technologies, industries are fac-
ing the big challenge to select preferable services for business
process workflow composition. The emergence of service
workflows in a large-scale opened environment requires for-
mal languages for specifyingQoS of services as participation
requirements (Viriyasitavat andMartin 2017). These require-
ments can be specified by two parties: (1) a company or a
workflow owner that specifies requirements of services to be
selected as part of its business processes, and (2) servicesmay
express their requirements in order to provide functionalities
(Viriyasitavat and Martin 2010, 2011a). Making a workflow
verifiable by a specification language requires formal and
mathematical representation (Viriyasitayat et al. 2018a, b).
Service workflow has been employed to support business
such as optimizing and automating processes according to
workflow requirement specifications (Viriyasitavat andMar-
tin 2017). Compliance checking algorithms (Viriyasitavat
andMartin 2012, 2017; Viriyasitavat et al. 2014a, b; Xu et al.
2012; Viriyasitavat 2016) provide automatic verification of
the specification.

Various approaches have been proposed to define
and abstract workflow processes including Petri
Net (Hollingsworth 1994; Workflow Management Coalition
1999; Han et al. 2018), pi calculus (van der Aalst 2005),
UMLActivity Diagram, BPEL or BPMN, etc. (Fehling et al.
2014).However, there are a few studies onQoS-based service
workflow specification languages for service selection and
composition. According to the general requirements needed
for service (Viriyasitavat and Martin 2011b), related works
in this area are present. Altunay et al. (2005) addresses two
types of trust relationships in a workflow. Direct trust occurs
between adjacent, while indirect trust is the relationship of
services that are not immediately connected. Trust estab-
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lishment is based on QoS values; however, this work fails
to explain how QoS values are used. HENS+ (Viriyasitavat
2009) is a Petri-Net-based framework to define delegation
and trust transitivity with QoS attributes. This work empha-
sizes on the domain level where QoS is adhered to service
workflow instead of services. Halle et al. (2007) presented
CTL-FO+ for data-aware constraints where service quali-
ties are determined based solely on message exchange. Zeng
et al. (2004) developed a middleware called AgFlow to facil-
itate service selection. One shortcoming of this approach
is QoS parameters are limited to price, reputation, exe-
cution rate, duration, and availability, where in fact the
number and importance of QoS attributes are subjective and
vary in different business processes and time. To overcome
this limitations, SWSpec (Viriyasitavat et al. 2012) and its
compliance checking (Viriyasitavat and Martin 2012; Viriy-
asitavat et al. 2014; Xu et al. 2012; Viriyasitavat 2016) have
been developed based on the concept of whenever better
services are available, there should be an efficient way to
select and use those services. The better services imply ser-
vices that better satisfy QoS requirements, for instance, one
service has higher reputation score over another. The require-
ments are subjective and can be specified independently and
formally using SWSpec language with its logic-based propo-
sitions to specify various QoS requirements in the form of
formal formulae. Compliance checking provides a tool based
on formal method to verify services candidates that satisfy
requirements with extension to evaluate better services as
mentioned. Viriyasitavat (2016) employed Fuzzy AHP to
evaluate the best alternative among service candidates based
on a ranking approach. Formal specification languages for
QoS specification and compliance checking are two essen-
tial ingredients in the modern business process innovation.

However, all of existing works rely on the trustworthiness
of QoS values and how they are managed is left for further
implementation. These values are assumed to be inherently
trusted and available when needed.

Blockchain-enabled service selection

A large number of Blockchain applications are being imple-
mented across a range of industries, including finance and
banking, insurance, supply chain management, and energy
management. This section focuses how BCT will be uti-
lized in business processes. The aspects of BCT for business
process improvement opportunities are demonstrated via
“Value-driven business process management” framework
(VBPM) (Franz and Kirchmer 2012) in the following bene-
fits.

1. Efficiency and quality: Blockchain-enabled solutions
increase efficiency by minimizing time and cost such as

automatically replacing old services when a new one is
discovered without the involvement of central registries.

2. Agility and Compliance: Service workflow, its specifi-
cation languages, and SoA technologies play important
roles in automating compliance checking and therefore
increase agility of modern business. Everything can be
encapsulated and standardized in the form of services
using SoA and IoT technologies. Blockchain provides
trusted QoS information of services to be selected.

3. Integration and networking: Blockchain enables automa-
tion in the integration of cross-organizational business
processes by eliminating manual operations carried out
from intermediaries. This can apply to service selection
and composition, which involve the collaboration ofmul-
tiple parties such asworkflowowner, services, and central
registries.

Figure 2 depicts a part of service workflow with a sim-
ple demonstration of Blockchain playing its part. Earthquake
Detection task requires three composite services with two
QoS requirements about reputation and availability rate.
Tsunami Detection task requires three composite services
with oneQoS requirement about availability rate. QoS values
are stored in Blockchain ledgers resided in IoT-underlined
sensor services and possibly other service consumers or
other authorized entities. Service consumers are responsible
to provide QoS values (see “A framework of Blockchain-
based service selection and composition” section for further
details).

BCT is being seen as a substitute of intermediaries by
establishing trust from previously-unknown parties. In con-
junction with auxiliary technologies such as SoA, Service
Workflow, Specification languages, CPS, IoT, and many
others will create significant impact on business process
improvement.

A framework of Blockchain-based service
selection and composition

In this section, we will illustrate the protocol of how our pro-
posedBlockchain enabled business process can be applied. In
this framework, QoS Blockchain is available as services. For
the sake of simplicity in this demonstration, the following
subsection is scoped within reputation from service con-
sumer feedback. Other QoS parameters can be implemented
in the samemanner but different transaction types and values
shown in “Blockchain transactions” section.

Blockchain transactions

The feedback scheme defines two transaction types in creat-
ing and storing QoS values. The first transaction is contract
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Fig. 2 Example of Blockchain-enabled service selection and composition

Fig. 3 Two types of Blockchain transactions

used to initialize contract between service provider and
service consumer in giving feedback values. The second
transaction is feedback given by a service consumer to a
service provider. This transaction is used to store a feedback
value from a consumer indexed by Secret Hash (sh). The
detail of operations will be explained later in this section.
Figure 3. illustrates the format of Blockchain transactions.
(Table 1 shows the important notations in these transac-
tions).

Protocol

Assume that each service consumer and provider contain
their own public and private key pairs for identification and
the proof of identity using digital signature. For the system
to be secure, at least SHA-256, used in Bitcoin, or better is
utilized for cryptographic hash function, and ECC, RSA, or
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Table 1 Notations

Notations Description

TransactionID The running number used to indicate transaction

Type Type of a transaction either contract or feedback.

Transaction timestamp The time when a transaction is created

Contract bytecode The code of contract to be stored in Blockchain

Timesrelease A feedback value can be given after this specified time

Service consumer The identity associated to a service consumer denoted by the hash of the consumer’s public key

Service provider The identity associated to a service provider denoted by the hash of the provider’s public key

Consumer signature The confirmation of service being invoked with correct timestamp

Provider signature The credential for the creation of a transactions

Secret hash (sh) The value used for authentication when a consumer giving feedback

Feedback value (fv) A feedback value from a service consumer

Fig. 4 Usage protocol for transaction creation

other standards by NIST are used for asymmetric cryptogra-
phy. The following paragraph describes the steps of creating
transactions (see Fig. 4). These activities of creating contract
occur after service selection is done.

Let (1) pubc be a public key of a consumer, (2) pubp be
a public key of a provider, (3) sigc be a digital signature of
a consumer, and (4) sigp be a digital signature a provider.

The system relies on smart contract once created will be
translated into bytecode and embedded into Blockchain at
specific address, which is persistent and immutable. List-
ing 1 borrows some notations from Ethereum Solidity to
demonstrate how QoS feedback can be established in this
scheme.
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Listing 1. Excerpt of smart contract

1: contract ServiceQoS {
2: // basic information to verify before getting feedback
3: struct serviceInfo {
4: byte32 name; // just a name of this service
5: uint timestamp;  // time of contract creating
6: uint timeRelease; // feedback can be given after this time
7: address serviceP; // service provider public key
8: address serviceC; // service consumer public key
9: byte32 sh; // secret hash for verifying who giving feedback
10: bool status;   // status of the contract either “inactive” or “active”
11:  } 
12: 
13:  serviceInfo public myServiceInfo;
14: 
15:  mapping (address => serviceInfo) public allServiceInfo;
16:  mapping (byte32 => sh) public allContract;
17:   
18: event Write(unit _timeRe, address _from, address _to, byte32 _sig, byte32 _sh);
19:  event Write(address _from, address _to, byte32 _sig, uint fv);
20:  // the constructor whose code is run only when the contract is created.
21: function ServiceQoS(byte32 _name, uint _timeRe, 
22: address _serviceC, byte32 _sig, byte32 _sh) public { 
23:    myServiceInfo.name = _name;
24: myServiceInfo.timestamp = Time.now; 
25: myServiceInfo.timeRelease = _timeRe;
26: myServiceInfo.serviceP = msg.sender; 
27: myServiceInfo.serviceC = _serviceC;
28: myServiceInfo.sh = _sh;
29: myServiceInfo.status = false; // setting status to be inactive
30: 
31: byte32 h = SHA256 (_timeRe, _serviceC, msg.sender, _sh); 
32:   // check if _sig is valid signature
33: if (!verify(h, _sig)) throw; // assume that function verify() is used to verify signature
34:   // write the contract instance into Blockchain
35:   emit Write(_timeRe, msg.sender, _serviceC, _sig, _sh);
36:  } 
37:
38: function approveContract(byte32 _sh) public return(bool success) {
39: require(allContract[_sh]));
40: var thisContract = allContract[_sh];
41: if(thisContract.serviceC != msg.sender || thisContract.status) throw; 
42: thisContract.status = true;
43: return true; 
44:  } 
45:
46: function feedback(byte32 key, byte32 _serviceP,
47:        byte32 _sh, uint _fv, byte32 _sig) public returns(bool success) { 
48: require(allContract[_sh]));
49: var thisContract = allContract[_sh];
50:   sh = SHA256 (key, thisContract.timeRelease, msg.sender, _serviceP); 
51:   if(sh != _sh || !thisContract.status) throw; 
52: byte32 h = SHA256 (key, serviceP, _sh, _fv);
53: if (!verify(h, _sig)) throw; // assume that function verify() is used to verify signature
54: emit Write(msg.sender, _serviceP, _sig, _fv);
55:   kill(thisContract); //kill contract indexed by sh after feedback is given
56: return true; 
57:  } 
58: 
59: function feedback(byte32 _serviceP, byte32 _sh, 
60:        uint _fv, byte32 _sig) public returns(bool success) {
61: require(allContract[_sh]));
62: var thisContract = allContract[_sh];
63: if (thisContract.timeRelease > now || !thisContract.status) throw;
64:   byte32 h = SHA256 (_serviceP, _sh, _fv);
65: if (!verify(h, _sig)) throw; // assume that function verify() is used to verify signature
66: emit Write(msg.sender, _serviceP, _sig, _fv);
67:   kill(thisContract);  //kill contract indexed by sh after feedback is given
68: return true;
69:  } 
70: } 
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Step1: After agreeing upon service usage, the service
provider obtains pubc from the service con-
sumer.

Step2: The service provider creates a feedback smart con-
tract and generates a secret key (key) specific to
this contract. The purpose of key is to authenti-
cate the service consumer in giving a feedback
to this service instance thereafter. This key has
not yet been sent to the consumer, and will be
released after the end of service execution. For
example, sending as the return value of the last
instruction of service execution. Optionally, the
smart contract is sent to the service consumer for
approval.

Step3: The service provider uses key to compute secret
hash (sh)where sh = SHA256 (key,TimeRelease,

pubc, pubp
)
. The purpose of TimeRelease is if

service execution is unsuccessful, after a speci-
fied time indicated by TimeRelease, the service
consumer will be able to give feedback without
any condition.

Step4: sh is sent to the service consumer as a part of
credentials in giving feedback at the end of exe-
cution. In security point of view, sh provides
two properties. (1) It provides integrity of values〈
key, T imeRelease, pubc, pubp

〉
as the role of sh

is the commitment to the service consumer to ver-
ify the correctness of a transaction at a time of
giving feedback in Step9, and (2) sh is used as a
part of credentials to authenticate the service con-
sumer in giving feedback after the execution ends
(see Step10).

Step5: The service provider computes a digital signa-

ture sigp = Sig
(
TimeRelease, pubc, pubp, sh

)

bundled into message (m) where m = 〈name,

T imeRelease, pubc, sigp, sh
〉
.

Step6: Then, the provider creates a smart contract trans-
action and instantiates the contract using infor-
mation from the message (m) by executing the
constructor ServiceQoS() (cf. lines 21-36 in List-
ing 1). The smart contract constructor will create
a contract type transaction and appends into the
QoS Blockchain which is disseminates the block
to other nodes in the network. This step notifies
other nodes that a consumer is invoking the ser-
vice. Other nodes verify the block correctness by
using sigp.

Step7: The service consumer checks the smart contract
in the block and executes function approveCon-
tract() (cf. lines 38-44 in Listing 1) if everything
looks fine. If approveContract() is not called, the

feedback cannot be given. This function changes
internal status to be true, whichmeans the contract
is active.

Step8: A program logic from the service instance used by
the service consumer can be written to reveal key
after the execution is done.

Step9: After the execution, the service consumer gener-
ates a feedback message (fm) containing fm =〈
key, pubp, sh, fv

〉
where fv is a feedback value,

and computes a digital signature sigc = Sig (key,

pubp, sh, fv
)
.

Step10: Then the service consumer executes function feed-
back() (cf. lines 46-57 in Listing 1) to give feed-
back value to that service. The function searches
for the transaction of the contract instance indexed
by sh. The contract (1) verifies that the commit-
ment obtained from a transaction indexed by sh
in the QoS block is really the same with sh com-
puted by SHA256(key,TimeRelease, pubc, pubp,
(2) checks the contract’s status, (3) verifies signa-
ture (sigc), (4) writes the feedback transaction into
QoS block, and then (5) kills the contract transac-
tion.

Step10a: If there is an issue that key cannot be obtained,
the service consumer optionally executes func-
tion feedback() (cf. lines 59-69 in Listing 1) to
give a feedback value to that service after a speci-
fied time, indicated by TimeRelease. The function
searches for the contract transaction indexed by
sh. The contract (1) verifies that TimeRelease
is less than now, (2) checks the contract’s sta-
tus, verifies signature (sigc), (3) writes the feed-
back transaction into QoS block, and then (4)
kills the contract transaction. Please note that
sigc = Sig

(
pubp, sh, fv

)
because key cannot be

obtained.

QoS Blockchain

Blockchain contains blocks of several transactions, which
are connected using cryptographic hash. Blocks are stored
in distributed nodes. The update of transactions contained in
a new block requires consensus mechanism for determining
the safety and liveness of the block. Nodes in this setting
are services that use QoS Blockchain. Unlike Proof-of-Work
(PoW) concepts in Bitcoin and Ethereum which experience
high delay in storing transactions and chaining a block, the
QoS Blockchain needs real-time information that provides
the most updated values regarding QoS of services based on
feedbacks. In this setting, a new block to be chained to the
main Blockchain is done by the execution of the smart con-
tract. The QoS Blockchain has the following characteristics.
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1. The QoS Blockchain structure is the same as other
Blockchain applications. Blocks are chained together
using hash as a pointer to the previous block providing
immutability.

2. Each block has the timestamp providing the informa-
tion about the time of creation. This timestamp much be
greater than the timestamps in the transactions contained
in the block. A new block is also signed by a creator.

3. The node to be responsible to add a new block is
selected pseudorandomly each round, for instance every
10 minutes. To avoid selective transactions when one
deliberately avoids including specific transactions inQoS
Blockchain, two or more nodes are selected to add a new
block. The consensus of a new block is from the voting
majority from the nodes in the network. The bigger block,
a block with greater number of transactions, will always
be voted.

Usage examples and discussions

In dynamic opened environment, services are selected
according to participation requirements, often imposed by
the workflow owner. In this example, we employ SWSpec
language (Viriyasitavat et al. 2012) to specify QoS require-
ment of service attributes. For example in Fig. 4, one
requirement specifies a service attribute for the task t1
is that the average feedback since the past 3 months is
greater than 4, assuming that feedback value ranges from
0 to 5. This requirement is expressed by SWSpec as
PAt1(average3months≤t≤now (feedback) > 4)). PAt1 indi-
cates all services selected for the task t1 and the atom
inside the brackets specifies the QoS requirement. Suppose
a pool of services capable of executing t1 is available, ser-
vice candidates can be evaluated using information fromQoS
Blockchain, simply, by querying QoS feedbacks of each ser-
vice and computing the average from the blocks with the
timestamp greater than 3 months. If multiple services satisfy
this requirement, ranking technique can be used to select the
best alternative (Viriyasitavat 2016).

One security implication in this setting is the collusion to
corruptly boost service feedback. This situation occurs when
a service provider deliberately selects a service consumer
with a malicious agreement to provide high feedback val-
ues, with or without actual use of the service. The proposed
QoS Blockchain framework is incapable of detecting these
transaction frauds. However, permissioned Blockchain can
be implemented to alleviate this problem. The Blockchain
permits only verified services to be part of the framework and
only known service consumers are able to give feedbacks. If
collusion is discovered, service providers and consumerswill
receive penalty such as lowering the feedback values, or just
simply unregistering from the QoS Blockchain framework.

Conclusion

The BPM systems in Industry 4.0 are expected to automate
service selections and compositions reliably and promptly
with transparent interoperations of dynamic organizations.
Our thorough review on existing BPMworks and tools found
that experts’ supports or third-party certificates are still essen-
tial in selecting and composing services for business projects;
this leads to a number of the issues of BPM systems such
as (1) the hurdles for the scalability of the growing pop-
ulation of available services, (2) the potential of transition
loopholes, (3) the time delays of trustworthiness verifica-
tions, and (4) the conflict of openness and security concern.
It is our argument that the central issue is to find an effective
mechanism to deal with trustworthiness of the organizations
in the openbusiness environment, andwepropose to look into
Blockchain Technology (BCT) in depth since it appears to be
an ideal solution to replace experts and third-part authorities.
To illustrate the potential application of BCT in BPM sys-
tems, we have developed a BCT-based approach where the
trustworthiness of businesses are processed as the text in the
form of smart contracts. As our plan for continuous study in
this field, this framework will be integrated into our previous
BPM systems (Viriyasitayat et al. 2018a, b) to automate the
evaluation and verification of the trustworthiness in service
selection and composition.
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